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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
It has taken up to a couple of years ago for me to get over what has been scientifically described as “seasonal depression” or
“SAD” (seasonal affective disorder) which is when people in normal health develop depression during winter. This was a
feeling I could not shake and normally set in around March. However I can say quite auspiciously that I do not suffer this
any more and do now appreciate the cooler months as much as the warmer ones. I have discovered that piscatorially, they
are equally as enjoyable, whilst there may not be any hardcore bassin’ action, there are many other activities that can tide
you over.
From a club point of view, I like this time as it’s the time where I traditionally like to get a lot of club stuff done, as the time
associated with fishing is much less. I also really enjoy catching up with all you guys at the meetings on those freezing
winter evenings. I find exploring some of the various creeks and kayak-safe areas over winter a great experience as it
normally means calmer conditions. The fishing can be at times equally rewarding as well.
I have to take this opportunity to single out the feat of one of our members. Whilst fishing at Narrabeen Anthony Hutt
managed to capture an Australian bass whist fishing Deep creek. I feel this is a most memorable capture as in the same
pioneering spirit of Captain Cook, Daniel Boone and Magellan. Anthony explored where no man has explored before armed
with his trusty G loomis rod and ever reliable SX40 he tamed the mighty creek like a real man, well done.
I hope everybody takes an opportunity at some stage to do a little fishing somewhere as even a few hours on the water is a
great way to clear your head.
Regards and tight lines,
Chris Ghosn

NEWS
Raffle
The club had a Daiwa Caprice 1500 Spinning reel donated some time back by Glenn Inglis’s Blacktown Fishing Tackle just
as he was closing the shop. The reel has been sitting in its box forgotten about until recently unearthed. We have decided to
match it up with a quality rod which will be supplied by Al Phillis from Al’s Tackle Shop, and, depending on which one we
pick, the estimated retail price of the rod alone will be between $180 & $220.00 bringing the total value to approx. $300.00.
The intention is to raffle this combo off to members only, but there is a catch. You can only buy 1 ticket at a time and you
can only buy them at a General Meeting or an organised fishing event. Tickets will be $2.00 each and there will only be 150
sold. The prize will be drawn at the next AGM. So get along to the next meeting and get your first ticket.
(A. Izzard)
The Marine Parks debate – one member’s stance
The following is a letter (e-mail) written by Dave Sanegor to the Marine Parks Authority (I’ve left it largely unedited) –
Hi,
As a university-qualified environmental biologist, who specialised in marine and aquatic studies at UTS, i must
express my great frustration at the structure and allocation of the zoning of the marine parks of NSW.
As a keen angler, spearfisherman, and scuba diver, i see the zoning of many areas into sanctuary zones creating a
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situation where shore based and boat based recreational angler's are excluded from pursuing their sport in many areas
where they once did, sustainably. The marine ecosystem's resources are not infinite, and i am aware that thousands of
man hours and millions of dollars were spent on research prior to final zoning actions, however it is well recognised
that the major impactors on fish populations, including the decline of grey nurse shark populations is DIRECTLY
RELATED TO THE ACTIVITIES OF COMMERCIAL FISHERMAN NOT LINE ANGLERS OR SPEAR
FISHERMAN.
What many recreational angler's would like to see is a REVIEW of park zoning over time, based on solid scientific
data.
Many species targeted by angler's, but not all, are highly migratory in nature, and the spots we fish, especially along
the sea front are OFTEN chosen on the basis of safety. For example, in a strong southerly we may elect to fish north
facing points and in a southerly vice versa. The creation of sanctuary zones along the sea front, which can and do
exclude anglers from fishing in certain wind and swell conditions is UNACCEPTABLE, and the sanctuary zones along
the coastline could be and should be rezoned as no collecting zones instead, to protect intertidal zones.
If one of the purpose's of sanctuary zones is to protect endangered or vulnerable species such as groper and grey nurse
sharks, why not make these areas no take zones for Groper etc? This would be in-line with thinking of other
international EPA's such as the Fish and Wildlife service in FL. USA, which has a much more rational approach to
marine conservation.
Additionally, visit any tackle store, speak to thousands of anglers as i have done over the years... you will not find one
angler who has ever hooked or landed a grey nurse shark on a fishing line!
GN Sharks have been observed with commercial longline apparatus in their mouths which suggests they do venture
into deep water... Does the MPA, intend to create sanctuary zones on the outer deepwater reefs and sea mounts there
as well?
Case Study -How about the impact the Byron MP has on tourism? So much of the Byron coast has recently been
turned into a sanctuary zone, when only a few years ago commercial operators ploughed the parks beaches, decimating
the pipi population. Recent storms have destroyed vast areas of the sensitive coastal dune environment, directly
impacting upon the marine ecosystem. Not far offshore, from these sanctuary zones commercial trawlers have free
reign to sweep the sea floor clean! I snorkelled many areas of the north coast recently, both within and outside Marine
Parks and the number of luderick, bream, and mullet with dorsal scarring from being lodged in fishing nets was
astounding! In addition species abundance had no correlation with the presence of a marine park. I snorkel Sydney
waters regularly, and i have not seen anywhere near as many net scarred fish. What im trying to point out is that, for
fish species that most anglers target, such as bream, whiting, flathead, tailor, luderick etc, sanctuary zones have no
benefit to the fish themselves as these fish are migratory. Sanctuary zones just create a hassle for recreational
anglers, greater restrict rock, beach, and estuary fishing opportunities, reduce angler tourism, adversely impact on local
economies, and create a SAFETY RISK for rock fisherman as explained above.
Instead of sanctuary zones, species protection zones could be created, whereby non migratory species in local decline,
such as Groper for example, could be protected by a zero take in those areas. Reduced bag limits could also apply for
certain species in these areas. Certain invertebrates could be also protected as necessary.
A more rational approach to conservation, incorporating opportunities for sustainable harvesting practices such as
sport fishing and spear fishing, which boosts regional economies, is what the the MPA should strive for. At this stage
the only impact the MPA has had is on hindering local economic growth.
Sincerely,
David Sanegor
BSc Environmental Biology (UTS)
Just had enough one day eh Dave? I know how you feel! (The Ed)

Yellomundi
Fowkesy & The Ed met with 2 representatives from the Springwood club and Dave Monaghan from NPWS to view &
discuss the upcoming weed & bush clearing at Yellomundi. Its been decided to clear an area next to the Youth Centre which
is opposite the old Smiths Rd (off Castlereagh Rd). The first real work day was scheduled for May 30th, but it was cancelled
due to bad weather.
Report on the Native Fish Australia AGM – Barmah, 22/5/10 (by Alan Fowkes)
The NFA AGM was held on the Murray River near Barmah on Sat 22nd May. Admittedly, it’s a fair drive from Sydney, but
I’m always willing to take a trip where I can catch up with some old mates, meet some new ones and, just maybe, tangle
with a big cod.
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Typically, at these AGM’s, the meeting is dealt with on the Saturday morning leaving the rest of the weekend available for
socializing and fishing. On this particular weekend though, the elected executive (of which I’m a member) needed to hold a
committee meeting in the afternoon to deal with some administrative issues. This was productive, but made difficult by the
sight of those who stepped backwards at the right time having the hide to fish right outside our cabin window. Bugger!
It was great to hear what the other branches have been up to for the last year. We all know that Bass Sydney has been very
productive over the 09/10 year, but some great work has been done by the other guys too so competition for the Allan
Thurbon Shield was fierce. I hope to have all the written branch reports posted on our website but here are some highlights:
• After 3 consecutive years of conservation stocking in the Snowy, the East Gippsland branch was this year engaged
in the collection of fish from each of these 3 year classes to test whether any natural recruitment has also occurred.
This testing is done by analysing the micro-chemistry of the otoliths. These techniques are apparently now so
advanced that the scientists can tell where a fish has been spawned down to the exact stream by analysing the
mineral content.
• The Victorian Branch has continued its Macquarie Perch breeding work and is acknowledged by Fisheries as a
strong partner in this work.
• The Wimmera branch has extended its riparian vegetation work from two short demonstration reaches to a full 8 km
stretch.
• Hunter Native Fish has negotiated significant environmental offsets for, and recreational fishing access to, the
proposed Tillegra Dam.
• The fledgling Murray Darling Branch has attended to all those essential start up tasks and is now ready to roll.
• And the crowning glory …. The SA branch has saved a species! These guys led the collection of the last known
Southern Purple Spotted Gudgeon (50 individuals) from drying wetlands, conducted a captive breeding program
(with Govt support) and reintroduced the species to a safe location this year. The effort even warranted a spot on
TV http://www.abc.net.au/btn/story/s2876856.htm
With that effort, the Allan Thurbon Shield, awarded to the branch doing the most to benefit native fish in the year, had to go
to the SA branch. Well done guys!
Our guest speaker at the meeting was Adrian Wells, Chair of the Community Stakeholder Taskforce of the Murray Darling
Basin Authority’s Native Fish Strategy. Adrian gave a very interesting talk on the progress of the Strategy and the work of
the Taskforce.
Other news from the AGM and the activities of the National executive are:
• Capitation fees are not likely to be charged this year as the national body has no immediate need for the funds.
• We have decided to de-register the Canberra “branch” that has acted as our national body for some years as the lack
of recent activity in that state renders the incorporation untenable. Our Vice President, Graham Pike, and Secretary,
Rob Moir, will be investigating the structure that will best support our ongoing activities e.g. we may incorporate a
national body as a charitable organization to best take advantage of grant fund opportunities. It is likely that this
will require a revision of the constitution (consistency with our current aims will be ensured).
• We will be writing submissions seeking secure ongoing funding for the MDBA’s Native fish Strategy. As Graham
Pike also represents on the Community Stakeholder Taskforce we have excellent communication lines with this
body and see great value in the strategy.
• We will be writing further submissions seeking the enforcement of Snowy Hydro’s legal commitments to
environmental flows for the Snowy River.
• We will pursue the concept of a National fishing license. Licenses would still be administered by each of the states
but would provide reciprocal rights to fish in the other states and would include a nominal levy ($1 or $2) to fund a
national peak body representing recreational fishermen. This would give us an effective voice at the political level
and remove the current need to buy another license every time you cross a border.
• We hope to have a new NFA National website up and running by the end of June. This site will allow branches to
post their own material and will provide individual email addresses for each branch.
If you want any more info on these or other national agenda issues I’ll be happy to discuss them with you.
As for the fun part of this weekend, I did manage to get out on the river for a few hours on Saturday arvo – thanks to Craig
Ingram who took me for a spin in his boat. We didn’t turn a scale, but if you want to know what’s possible then look to the
photo hereabouts where you’ll see Craig’s son Will with an 80cm fish taken on surface on the Friday night.
You can have your own crack at one of these (or something bigger) if you turn up to the 2011 AGM which is likely to be
held by the Murray Darling Branch at Ned’s Corner out Mildura way.
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For a chance at some cracking bass, and to meet some of the guys from
other branches, put the 2011 Australia Day weekend aside for East
Gippsland’s “Border Bash” held in the northern Gippsland region.
And for the last word, Graeme Creed managed to escape the National
Executive this year after something like 25 years of hard labour.
Congratulations Graeme and thanks for all your work.
Alan Fowkes
Thanks for the comprehensive report Alan!

Tree Plantings
Al Izzard recently checked out a couple of locations where the club has been involved in tree plantings over the last few
years. He reports that the sites are looking good and that he felt very proud to have been involved. Some pix –
Behind Mamre House 2007 -

Now -

South Ck before -

Now –

Bents Basin State Conservation Area
Ashley & The Ed went to Bents Basin for our first meeting & site inspection on 22/5/10. Interesting project and Bents Basin
is a little jewel! Still to be discussed at the Committee level where we’ll make the decision whether or not to be involved.
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New Sponsor
Bass Sydney welcomes a new sponsor,
manufacturer of wirebaits (mainly spinnerbaits &
in the Blue Mountains. Rod Cumming is the
and he makes his lures right at home in the
generously donated a bunch of spinnerbaits &
Check ‘em out!
He is a keen angler himself who likes fishing for
after bream, flathead & trout. Support your local
his webstore sometime (see Sponsors’ Page at

Dreamfish, a local
buzzbaits) who is based
owner of Dreamfish
Mountains. He has
buzzbaits (woo hoo!!).
natives as well as going
business and check out
the end of the Battler).

Environmental Training
3 BS members have taken advantage of some training programs , offered by Greening Australia, in April 2010. Milton
Ashley and myself did a 1 day workshop on “Riparian Assessment” and I have just completed a 2 day workshop on “Native
vegetation seed collection, cleaning and storing”. Ashley was also registered for the seed collection workshop, but due to
illness with his kids missed out this time around. Both workshops were very informative and were presented by people that
have a love for the unique Aussie Environment and all that attended seemed to be impressed with the trainers and what we
had learned. The groups were small which made for a easy interactive sessions without too many dumb questions, there is
always someone that wants to argue, fortunately in the seed program we had no one that dissented with what we were told. I
would thoroughly recommend anyone interested to take the opportunity to attend any of these workshops if they are re-run.
PS: I have already started collecting seeds from my back yard.
(Alan Izzard)
HS Tham, Editor
THE LAST HURRAH - NARRABEEN LAKE FISHING DAY
The last event on the 2009/2010 Bass Sydney calendar was the Family Fishing Day at Narrabeen Lagoon.
Unfortunately no families became involved. This date also coincided with the 2010 Pirtek Fishing Challenge, an event
held to help raise awareness and funds for Prostate Cancer. 8 BS members decided to give the lagoon a go with several
of us actually registered for the Challenge. We met at about 9:00 at the car park in Lake Park Rd and milled about
until all had arrived. Nev and Anthony had decided to fish Deep Ck and would meet us back at the park at about 1:00
for lunch. That left Garnet, Milton, Bill, Dave P, Ashley and myself to fish the channels and holes between the mouth
and “Woolies Bridge”. We soon got on the water and fanned out, some heading left, some right and others straight
ahead. Ash and I were the last out of the blocks and paddled almost straight out from the launch spot and started
casting as soon as we hit the deeper water. I put on a surface lure and the wind decided that I should be further west
and closer to the opposite bank. Ash meanwhile decided to paddle towards a decent looking hole/bay in the weed bank
opposite and on his first cast had a hit on a Berkley Prawn. Having another cast he came up solid to what was to
eventually be a very large Flathead, as the pic below shows. Unfortunately Ash had left his new brag mat in view of his
2 boys and they decided that it was not colourful enough so they redecorated it for him, rendering it useless. He put the
fish on his Bass Measurer but that only went to 600mm, he estimated that the fish was about another 200 mm or so,
possibly a winning fish on the day.
The day was fairly slow from then on with some getting a couple of fish and others doughnuts. We held a kayak
meeting in the middle of the lagoon at about 12:30 and decided that it was time to have lunch. The tide was well out at
this stage and we thought that we might give the run-in tide a go after. We settled down for lunch in the park when I
noticed that Ashley had disappeared, and when I asked where he had gone Dave told me that he had gone to get some
lunch. We had just about finished eating when he returned with a box trailer of what I think was KFC and a stubby of
beer for each of us. You’re welcome to all the events Ash! About 5 minutes after that Nev and Anthony returned and
Nev told us that Anthony had tea bagged a 370mm Bass in the creek, a PB as it turns out. This started a discussion, or
debate, on whether it may have been an EP, the photo was inconclusive. I might point out at this time we all may have
got home about an hour earlier if “Tickets” had not tried to convince everyone that it was an EP rather than a Bass and
that possibly Anthony had also measured it total length not fork length.
We also solved many of Australia’s problems at this informal gathering, as one does. Agenda items included Refugee
boats, the torpedo option was dismissed, who would be the next PM, the Financial Crisis and interest rates, if only
some pollies had been there! Thank God Ash only supplied 1 stubby per person!
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2:30 came and we decided that it would be a better option to head off home and for us older veterans to have a nanna
nap while I think some of the younger, well Ash that is, might have snuck off to Deep Creek to do more exploring. A
great day and pleasant company.
Alan Izzard
From the last event of the 2009/2010 calendar, to the first fishing event of the 2010/2011 calendar, here’s 2 members’
reports on the Patonga Ck outing on 15/5/10 -

Patonga Ck 15/5/10 (by Al Izzard)
With the new calendar starting with a salt water event, 8 members decided to give it a try. Patonga is well off the
beaten track, well that was what I remembered from my last visit about 20 years ago. How things change, the Pub has
been revamped and when we left it was full of tourists sipping their Latte’s sitting in the sun. Anyway back to the
creek, I did not have a kayak all those years ago so I had not been very far up the creek so to speak. It was a beautiful
sunny morning, a bit on the chilly side in the shade, when we arrived at 8.15am to find Nev and Anthony unloading
their kayaks and Bill’s car in the car park. Garnet & I decided early on to paddle up as far as we could go, as the tide
was to be high at 9.00, and see if there was a chance of any Bass water, the creek was crystal clear and a lot wider than
I expected for the most part. We caught up to Nick who had arrived early and had already landed a nice Bream and
then we found Ashley & Bill playing around the oyster racks. Pushing on we came to a much skinnier section of the
creek where there were schools of small Bream, Mullet, Whiting and who knows what else hiding in the sea grass beds.
The water was getting a little shallow but we pressed on till we came to a complete stop, it would appear that there is no
Bass water above this spot.

Up the creek

The end.

Heading back we met up with a couple of others and we all decided to go back to the main channel and give the Bream a
go around the racks and oyster encrusted rocks on the banks. I fished the banks for about ½ hour or so with only one
small touch and then decided to go over to the racks where Ashley was having some fun. At about this time Dave
Parker arrived, said he had had a late night but was keen to come regardless. The wind was a real pain, it was not that
strong just enough to keep you moving, usually in the wrong direction. I managed a few casts along the racks and was
rewarded with a good hit, this was more like it, but the wind kept blowing me over the top of the racks. I paddled back
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and first cast had a solid hook up almost under the yak, a nice 320mm Bream. Ash told everyone that there were heaps
there and we needed a Gulp shrimp or worm or whatever, maybe he was right, I only got the 1.
Time was getting on so we slowly drifted back, not before Bill landed what was possibly the fish of the day, a nice Flattie
of 70cm. He also won the lucky draw on the day, which was fitting as he copped a lot of flak for some past performances,
evidently he is good for looking for stuff!!!!!
Cannot remember the complete stats. for the day but I think Ash. had 7 Bream, Bill the Flattie and I had 1 Bream and
1 Flattie and I think everyone landed at least 1 fish. A beautiful spot even if it is a long way except for Neville who lives
up the road.

Alan Izzard

Up near the racks.

Patonga Ck 15/5/10 (by Ashley Thamm)
Bill and I arrived early as we were both pretty keen to get onto the water and head upstream. This was my chance to fish
oyster leases for the first time. It was a fairly windy sort of a morning, not ideal for yak fishing, but it was still a pleasant day to
be on the water.
We launched with an incoming tide and headed straight to the racks which were already well underwater. On the way we met
up with Nick who had already landed himself a very nice bream on the surface and was getting a few more strikes. I started
flicking plastics and it was a slow morning, I changed over to an SX-48 ripoff and nailed my first oyster rack bream. Luckily I
got this fella on the heavier outfit I had, otherwise my lure would still be out there somewhere. He ran right under the leases 4
times before I finally pulled him out.
Al, Garnet, Nev and Anthony arrived and like true Bass fishermen headed straight to the top of the system. It was all too
tempting for Bill so he headed upstream too leaving me and Nick to fish the racks. Things slowed again until the tide started
running out. I cast my plastic under a rack that was broken, it was on a 45 degree angle with the top of it sitting out of the
water. A perfect little hiding spot. Let the plastic drop and I was on. This was on my 6lb line and with the amount of rubbing
going on, it was an absolute miracle I pulled him out. Next fish I wasn't so lucky......Smoked!!
I kept flicking 2 inch plastics under the racks and was soon onto another little bream. The wind started picking back up and
the tide was starting to pick up speed, so I started drifting downstream to the flats with the rest of the group who were slowly
working their way downstream. Bill managed to hook a big flathead on the way. Well done Bill !
Dave Parker turned up and everyone started getting into the fish. Anthony's in particular was a real cracker, but for some
reason he didn't want Bill to take a photo??
I was fishing the holes in the weedbeds with Garnet on the way down which I'd never had much success doing. This time
however a feisty bream darted out from the edge of the weedbed and picked up my plastic. I initially thought it was a small
flathead as I saw a dark brown shape take the plastic then dart back into the weed, however it was just a very dark bream; the
fish living near the weeds had very different colouring to the ones hanging around the racks.
I picked up another nice fish soon after. I saw him cruising around in 6 inches of water, cast my plastic right in front of his
nose and he gulped it, the whole plastic was down his throat. Luckily, I was able to get the hook out.
I headed downstream of our launch site as the others started heading in for a bite to eat. I picked up another 2 bream and
dropped another 3 in about 15 mins, but these fish were smaller than the ones upstream so I headed in too. A bit of lunch
and a chat was a great way to end the day.
Ashley Thamm
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One of Ashley’s bream

After-fishing lunch & gathering

Here’s an interesting story from our club’s Patron, Dr Wayne Erskine, about his latest trip to China!

THE NIGHT I HAD TO EAT CARP (AND LIVED TO ENJOY IT)!
Every so often you come to work and receive a pleasant surprise (no, not the carp!). I was checking my emails late last year
when I received one from an academic at Zhejiang University in Hangzhou. Hangzhou is a little Chinese city of over 8 million
people. The academic was Associate Professor Zhou Qifa. His team was interested in some work I had published on the
River She-oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana subsp. cunninghamiana Miq). We sent a few emails to each other and then the
offer came to visit them and have a look at the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang), especially through the Three Gorges where
riparian revegetation has been identified as a high priority area. They didn’t need to ask twice. Well, I landed at the new
Shanghai airport where Qifa met me and we drove to Hangzhou along a network of new motorways. From Hangzhou we flew
to Chongqing where we were met by government officials and drove to Wanzhou. I spent a few days giving seminars at
Chongqing Three Gorges University and looking at the Yangtze River with staff from the Environment Emergency Monitoring.
We looked at the Mini Three Gorges (Long Men Gorge, Ba Wa Gorge and Di Cui Gorge) on a tributary before catching ferries
and a hydrofoil to the true Three Gorges, Wu Gorge, Qutang Gorge and Xiling Gorge. A photo is attached to whet your
appetite. All six gorges were spectacular. I am not going to get into the politics of Three Gorges Dam because I have much
sympathy for the Chinese. They are criticized if they build another 20 coal-fired power stations, but they are still criticized if
they build the world’s largest hydropower dam! Suffice it to say though, there are people everywhere in China which is hardly
surprising with a population of 1.4 Billion people.
Di Cui Gorge

Now my very kind hosts found out from all my ravings about fish that I like fish and fishing (just a little). So while in Wanzhou
they took me to the ‘best’ fish house in town. Wanzhou is a little place of over 660000 people. When we arrived at the fish
house they gave me four plastic chairs stacked on top of each other to make sure I didn’t break them! Then they took me into
the kitchen to see our food prepared. Well… there in baths were living Cyprinus carpio. I looked for the other species but
there weren’t any! Oh no, I was going to have to eat Carp. Well the Carp were of a nice size, about 1.5 kg. They were cut in
half and grilled. So far so good. Then they were garnished in various things. As Wanzhou is in Sichuan Province, the first
Carp obviously came out covered in chillis. As the guest I had to taste it first. I grabbed as small a piece of flesh as I could
with my chop sticks and then promptly dropped it. So one of my hosts took my chop sticks and grabbed a nice large piece
and passed it to me. I slowly put it in my mouth and was absolutely delighted by this magnificent flesh. The chillis obviously
made it hot (my lips went instantly numb), but the fish tasted great. Eventually we were served another two carp and my
opinion of Cyprinus carpio changed radically. These carp tasted every bit as good as the Golden Snapper (Fingermark
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Bream) here in Darwin. I don’t know for how long they were kept in the baths or if they did anything else to purge the mud
and weed from the flesh but whatever they did made them taste fantastic.
A few nights later we arrived in Yichang, downstream of Three Gorges Dam, and had some more fish. This time I was really
looking forward to the Carp. But instead we were served Roach (Rutilus rutilus). While the fish were large for Roach, I found
it hard to eat them. The flesh tasted great (honestly), but it was full of bones which were usually pretty large. I thought it was
too hard to extract the flesh from the bones.
We flew from Wuhan back to Hangzhou and I did some touristy things like see West Lake which is full of Goldfish ( Carassius
auratus). I took Qifa and his wife out for dinner to say thanks and then Qifa’s wife took me for lunch before I left. She said
she had a surprise for me and then we were served Goldfish!!! Boy it tasted like mush and had no redeeming features
whatsoever. And there I was politely eating soggy cardboard and saying how nice it was! Well, my China trip has certainly
made me think twice about the edible qualities of Carp. With the right preparation (whatever that may be) they can taste
sensational. I guess the wife may not like the bathtub being taken over by fish for a week or two though! But when it comes
to Goldfish… don’t bother eating it. The species name for Goldfish contains ‘rat’ and somehow I think that is appropriate!

t
Goldfish in Red Carp Pond of West Lake, Hangzhou, China. Eat at your peril!

Mmmmmm… sounds good! We should have a Bass Sydney Iron Chef competition with carp as the ‘mystery ingredient’ !

I had a 2wk holiday at the end of March & over Easter. The 1st part was spent on the Macleay R –

Macleay R trip 27/3 – 31/3/10
I met up with Fowkesy at the Bellbrook pub mid-arvo on Saturday, 27/3/10 going direct from Sydney. He’d just spent
a few days bassin’ & breamin’ around the Camden Haven area. He’d chalked up a 420+ bass before heading to the
Macleay. We left the pub and headed to my camping spot, roughly halfway between Bellbrook and Georges Junction.
This was a great public-access spot that I’ve been going to since 1993 where I caught my first ever Aussie Bass which
is now much less access-friendly. Plenty of "Private Property" signs which are misleading at the very least! Alan was
really put off & nervous about the signs except I insisted it was OK.
We had the whole place to ourselves with a good 200-300m of river bank which could have fitted another few dozen
campers without problems.
Camp site -
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After setting up camp, we were soon on the water giving our home pool a go until dark. Our 1st fish of the trip, on a
buzzbait-

Pic: A. Fowkes

Next day, fishing the home pool for the morning, a nice 37/38cm FL fish on a bigger buzzbait that I'd been saving for
big bass waters. Caught off a nothing, shallow, but shady bit of bank mid-morning -

Pic: A. Fowkes

It went straight into a small bottlebrush bush that had fallen in the water after hookup, but when I paddled up to it
and found the water was less than a m deep, I climbed out and extracted the nice bass. Fowkesy turned up at the
right time & snapped the pix. (Sorry for revealing too much pudgy flesh!! The Ed)
Later that morning, we went for a drive to check out Georges Jcn which also gave us an opportunity to check out a
couple more access points upstream of our campsite. That arvo, back on the home pool, we fished until after dark -

PO Box 136 NORTHMEAD NSW 2152
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The next day was a float down & paddle back. Al got off to a good start with a nice one before we left the home pool.
It was so good being on the water! We were heading off to
an area which is a fair way between access points and the
fishing showed. It was a slowish day for me, but we started
getting nicer fish, the further we went from our base.
Got to an island with a tricky riffle one side & easy riffle
the other. Took the easy route, with nothing-looking,
shallow water beside the fast, riffle water.

On the way down the riffle, I caught my fish of the trip (395mm) in about 2ft of water, on a vintage Knols Native
Minnow –
I was only allowed to rejoice for 2mins when Alan trumped it
with THE fish of the trip, a 427 (& a lot of salad!) from the
same, nothing water on a Bill’s Bug –

Alan moved well ahead on the numbers front, but I got a few too –

PO Box 136 NORTHMEAD NSW 2152
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Pics: A. Fowkes

Moving back upstream to the campsite (Pic: A. Fowkes) At the end of the day, I had pretty much evened up the
score (who’s counting!!?) with a few smaller fish from
exposed weedbeds on a compact, twin-arm buzzbait –

On our last full day on the Macleay, we decided to do an afternoon run down from an upstream launch down to the
campsite. When it was time to move our cars, I managed to do a stupid thing & got bogged in soft sand. An hour of
huffing, puffing & digging saw us clear, but an hour later than we had planned. I just left everything around the
campsite, including my tent with the fly open. Of course, it poured rain when we were on the water! I got flogged on
the numbers that day with Al doing really well, this time on an old Knols 50mm Native. For about 20mins, right at the
start of the storm, Al could hardly get a cast back without a fish, while I … well, DIDN’T(!)…until Alan kindly offered
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me a Knols Native too. It was a battle-scarred, very dark model which was different from the green one he had been
using, but within a couple of minutes of tying it on I hooked a decent fish. I still came a very poor second that day!
Came back to a wet tent, bedding, magazines, gear & other stuff. Left the next day; me continuing up north to
Stokers Siding, near Murwillumbah and Al headed back to Sydney.
A few of my observations about those few days on the Macleay –
1. I love using spinnerbaits, but never got a single fish on one! I don’t think I’ve ever had such a prolonged period of
bass fishing, without any success on spinnerbaits. Overall, I think floating crankbaits caught the most fish out of
the 2 of us. For me, I think buzzbaits were in front.
2. Even though we caught lots of fish off the surface, I never caught a thing on real surface lures, except for my
buzzbaits.
3. Edge water, next to fast water, was very productive & did not need to be deep, just shady.
4. Buzzbaits RULE! Since I wrote about buzzing for Aussie Bass in the last issue, I’ve changed my tune slightly and
am quietly confident about using larger buzzbaits (1/4oz+) on bass waters.
It was great for me to drink in the Macleay again after such a long absence! I hope it won’t be long until I return. It
was also nice sharing a campsite with Fowkesy who does it in style & comfort. Planning my next trip here again!
Maybe I’ll write about the second part of my trip, in Far North Coast NSW in the next issue of The Battler, but you
can see a version of it for yourself on the net ☺ ☺ ☺ ! As someone said, “very bruising” ! ‘Nuff said!
Here’s a couple more pix from that part of the trip –
Clarrie Hall Dam & Mt Warning –

My old friend Col & one of his flock -

HS Tham

Next Meeting is
7:30pm Tuesday, 8th
June, Northmead
Bowling Club, Windsor
Rd, Northmead
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Thanks to our great sponsors:

Dreamfish:

Dream it See it Catch it
Buzzbaits & Spinnerbaits hand-made locally in the Blue Mountains.
www.dreamfish.com.au
www.webstore.dreamfish.com.au

Great Aussie-made bass catchin’ lures:
www.ausspinlures.com

Al’s tackle store:

Acute Printing:
Specialising in digital printing for small & home based businesses.
Business Cards , Leaflets, Price Lists , Catalogues, small run books, etc.

Fly fishing gear & accessories:
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Derek McKenzie Fly Fishing Outfitters
www.derekmckenzie.com.au
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